
Beyond  
comfort.

3M™ Sun Control Window Film Prestige Series  

and Ultra Prestige Series

Enhancing homes  

through exceptional  

protection and beauty.

Protected by 3M™ Window Film



Keeping your home cool and  
protected through 3M Science. 
Many traditional window films that reject heat are tinted dark, use metal or 

are highly reflective. 3M™ Prestige Series and Ultra Prestige Series Window 

Films use non-metallized, multilayer optical films designed to achieve a 

combination of advantages other films simply can’t match. Because they’re 

non-metallic, our films don’t impact window aesthetics, aren’t susceptible 

to corrosion and don’t interfere with electronic device signals. 



Sun protection, 
safety and 
beauty. When only the best will do, 

3M™ Sun Control Window 

Film Prestige Series and 3M™ 

Safety & Security Window 

Film Ultra Prestige Series take 

protection and comfort to a 

whole new level for your family 

and home. Whether you choose 

the Prestige Series or the 

Ultra Prestige Series, our films 

leave the beauty of your home 

virtually unchanged. 



Unsurpassed sun control 
capabilities.

What sets our �lms apart is  

the precision with which light  

waves are controlled as they pass 

through or re�ect o� of hundreds  

of layers of �lm. Compared to  

other �lms, Prestige Series Window 

Films increase their performance 

at a faster rate as the sun’s angle 

increases. That means greater 

protection and comfort when  

you need it the most.   

3M

3M™ Prestige Series 
Window Films are tested 
and perform best when 
the sun is high at the 
hottest parts of the day.

Other brands

All window 
�lms are tested 
when the sun is 
perpendicular  
to the window.

Stay cool, comfortable and energy efficient.

Sunlight can dramatically increase temperatures inside your home, 

creating hot spots and running up your energy bill when the air 

conditioner tries to keep up. 

3M™ Prestige Series Window Films reject up to 97%* of the sun’s  

heat-producing infrared light and up to 60% of the heat coming  

through windows. The result? A cooler, more comfortable home  

and energy savings for you. 

Keep your property looking beautiful. 

Sunlight can fade fabrics, wallpaper, natural wood floors, photos, paintings 

and other valuables in your home. Our films are designed to reduce the 

effects of solar heat and visible light on furnishings and block up to 99% of 

the sun’s UV rays — the single largest cause of fading. While no film can 

stop fading completely, our films dramatically slow the progress of fading.  

Maintain aesthetics.

Most homeowners love the aesthetics of their homes and the views  

from their windows. 3M™ Prestige Series Window Films allow 40 to 70% 

of the natural light into your home. These films are virtually clear, so they  

have little or no impact on your views.

Let the sun shine in — on your terms.
Glass windows help make your home beautiful and inviting. But sunlight can create excessive heat and 

expose your family and possessions to damaging ultraviolet (UV) rays. 

Let in the light but keep out the heat and damaging UV rays with 3M™ Sun Control Window Film Prestige 

Series without impacting your home’s aesthetics or your view.

Reduce annoying glare.

Working on a computer or watching  

TV in a sunlit room can be frustrating.  

Our �lms signi�cantly reduce glare, so  

you can get your work done and relax 

without eye discomfort. 



Combine the best of sun protection with safety. 
Glass doors and windows are among the most vulnerable points in your home. 3M™ Scotchshield™ Safety & Security 

Window Film Ultra Prestige Series have a strong, multi-layered, tear-resistant construction that gives these �lms 

remarkable �exibility. While other �lms tear, ours stretch, so when the glass breaks, shards are held together to reduce 

the chance of injury or to deter crime.   

Reduce potential injury and deter crime.

When accidents or natural disasters occur, Ultra Prestige Series 

window �lms are engineered to hold broken glass in place and 

help prevent �ying shards of glass from harming your family or 

damaging property. 

Quick entry is what most criminals count on. By helping to hold 

broken glass in place, our window �lms help deter intruders, 

discouraging them from entering or giving you valuable time  

to prepare. 

The best of two worlds.

With Ultra Prestige Series window �lms, 

you get added security combined with all 

the sun protection bene�ts of 3M™ Sun 

Control Window Film Prestige Series.



Proven. Trusted. Guaranteed.  

Proven: 3M™ Window Films resist peeling, bubbling, scratching and abrasion for long-lasting beauty and 

clarity. We push beyond industry standards, testing our films to extremes — subjecting them to bomb 

blasts and a rigorous series of durability tests, including weathering — so you can count on our films to 

continue performing.

Trusted: 3M earned the world’s first patent for sun control window film in 1966. Today, there are millions  

of square feet of 3M™ Window Films installed all around the world. Combining technologies in imaginative 

ways, our scientists continue to develop revolutionary solutions that help keep homes and buildings 

comfortable and protected.  

Guaranteed: When you choose 3M, you choose peace of mind. That’s because 3M™ Window Films are 

backed by a limited lifetime warranty — one of the most comprehensive warranties you can get. 

Put 3M Science to work for you.

Turn to our certified professionals. 3M™ Authorized Dealer Installers are proven experts in helping solve 

problems like temperature imbalances, issues with fading, excessive glare and safety and security needs. 

Warranty and Limited Remedy: 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product speci�cation at the time 3M ships the product. 3M MAKES NO OTHER EXPRESS OR  
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. If the 3M product 
does not conform to this warranty, the sole and exclusive remedy is, at 3M’s option, replacement of the 3M product or refund of the purchase price. Limitation of Liability: Except where prohibited 
by law, 3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, regardless of the legal theory asserted.

*3M™ Prestige Series Window Films block energy across the entire IR range. The 97% rejection value is based on performance in the 900-1000 nanometers (nm) range.

Please recycle. 
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Contact your local 3M™ Authorized 

Dealer Installer for a free estimate.  

For more information or to �nd a dealer 

installer, please call 1-866-499-8857 

or visit us at 3M.com/WindowFilm.

The Skin Cancer Foundation 

recommends the use of window 

film in automobiles and commercial 

and residential buildings due to its 

properties that screen out UV rays.   


